
CTV consumption is on the rise in the UK, with 
previous research by Unruly showing that 54% of 
UK consumers are spending more time watching 
CTV content since the start of theCOVID-19 
pandemic.

With a plethora of new CTV channels and devices entering 
the market, the competition for CTV audiences’ attention is 
rising rapidly. For brands and media agencies this means it is 
more important than ever to understand and embrace CTV 
advertising.

In order to provide brands and media agencies with insights 
into how best to leverage CTV Unruly, conducted a study 
focussing on how CTV is being used today and key areas for 
development. The research was conducted in November 
2020 and included surveys and in-depth interviews.

For additional analysis, head here.

UNderstanding CTV today & tomorrow

https://go.unruly.co/ctv-research


Key findings

The competition for CTV audiences’ attention is rising rapidly…
now is the time for brands to act!

2. 72% say CTV is a
key part of video
advertising strategy

There is a huge amount of 
optimism about the future 
of CTV - all media 
agencies and 77% of 
brands say they will 
invest more in CTV in 
the next 12 months  

1. 67% of UK advertising
professionals believe CTV
is a more effective
channel compared to
linear TV – 68% say CTV
provides excellent value for
money and 68% say CTV
reaches target audiences
better than linear TV

3.Cost efficiency,
ability to measure,
advanced targeting
capabilities and high-
performance are the
driving forces behind the
growth of CTV

Unruly Global B2B research study, November 2020 n= 101 (40 brand, 26 agency), CTV buyer total = 48 (11 brand, 14 agency) agency/brand CTV buyer data is directional



Key Findings
There is no single driver of the growth of CTV advertising

Reasons for running CTV by respondent type

BRANDS AND MEDIA AGENCIES ARE ATTRACTED 
TO CTV FOR DIFFERENT REASONS

“When I think of CTV, measurement and attribution are two of 
the key words that come to mind.” 
- Head of Broadcast, agency

Media agencies and brands are investing in CTV for different reasons. 

Agencies buy CTV because of it’s cost-efficiency (52%), the ability to 
measure and attribute performance (48%), because it’s effective for brand 
campaigns and meets campaign goals (38%). 

In contrast, more than half (52%) of brands cite audience targeting as a 
reason to invest. This is followed by effective branding (43%) and because 
CTV meets campaign goals (43%). 

How Unruly can help

Unruly’s premium, data-driven CTV advertising platform unifies demand 
from all CTV devices, platforms and services. This provides CTV buyers 
with the flexibility to activate campaigns with broad or narrow targeting, in 
a single platform, according to specific campaign goals. 
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Key Findings
CTV reaches target audiences more than linear

Audience-based targeting is slightly more popular than contextual targeting 
because CTV is used to reach incremental audiences and closely mirrors 
digital video advertising which is commonly activated using audience 
targeting and this legacy is being transferred to CTV. 

67%
SAY CTV IS A MORE 
EFFECTIVE 
CHANNEL 
COMPARED TO 
LINEAR TV

“We can establish targeting mechanisms that weren’t 
available before... it’s also critical for incremental reach” 
- AV Product Director, agency
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How Unruly can help

Our CTV platform offers contextual targeting and audience targeting –
including Unruly Custom Audiences. We use the same data that enables 
precision targeting in digital video campaigns to match your goals to ad 
opportunities making your CTV budget work as hard as possible.
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Key Findings
Media agencies and brands favor different performance metrics

Media agencies are equally focused (64%) on three performance metrics: 
viewability, cost per completed view (CPCV) and impressions delivered. 

The majority (73%) of brands are using viewability as a success metric but a 
smaller proportion (46%) focus on CPCV, instead preferring to measure 
return on investment (ROI) (64%). A relatively even split of brands and 
agencies measure campaign performance by brand uplift (55% and 50%)

The difference between measurement strategies is underpinned by 
contrasting objectives. It is extremely positive to see that both brands and 
agencies are looking at CTV as a way to drive both brand uplift and ROI as it 
shows that there is an understanding of the channel’s flexibility and 
application of the proven 60:40 rule coined by Binet and Field. 

By not labelling CTV as either brand building or direct response there is a 
bright future for CTV and proof that as an industry we have learnt from past 
mistakes.  

“[We use CTV because] it is fully viewable with 90%+ 
completion rates” 
- AV Product Director, agency

How Unruly can help

Unruly’s CTV reporting provides deep insights to optimise viewability, 
reach, engagement and brand lift using the same metrics as other digital 
channels. This enables you to make CTV part of your omnichannel 
strategy to ensure optimal spend across all channels and maximum ROI. 
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Key Findings
Limitations are there to be overcome

“I have no doubt CTV will grow” 
- Regional Investment Director, agency

Media agencies have, in the main, broken down any cost barriers with less 
than one-third (31%) ranking cost as a top challenge, compared to 53% of 
brands. 

Creating CTV assets is a bigger challenge for agencies (35%) compared to 
brands (20%).

Finding target audiences is the second biggest challenge for brands (38%). 

How Unruly can help

Our partnership with LG and direct one-to-one relationships with CTV 
apps enable CTV buyers to access unique, premium, inventory at scale 
and plan campaigns in advance to secure high-value inventory. Our in-
house, premium creative studio – Tr.ly – offers both CTV ad design and 
optimisation services address challenges in creating assets. We are 
proactively combating fraud and brand safety concerns through our 
partnership with DoubleVerify giving advertisers peace of mind that 
their budget is being spent on premium ad opportunities.
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Key Findings
2021 and beyond – CTV ad spend

“CTV will be a real bedrock in any ad spend growth” 
- Head of Broadcast, agency

There is a huge amount of optimism about the future of CTV - all media 
agencies and 77% of brands say they will invest more in CTV 
in the next 12 months.  
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How Unruly can help

Unruly’s pioneering technology, unique audience insights and engaging 
creative solutions enable you to understand how to make CTV campaigns 
achieve your goals. We understand the unique emotional, behavioural, and 
cultural drivers of your campaign’s success and have the scale and 
flexibility to scale campaigns up and down when needed.
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Key Findings
2021 and beyond – innovation

In order to attract more spend and further accelerate the 
growth of CTV there are a number areas that need to be 
addressed. Due to the differences in approaches to CTV, 
media agencies and brands have different priorities. 

The top three areas brands want to see innovation in CTV are the ability to 
reach target audiences (43%), more effective targeting (38%) and support 
creating CTV assets (33%). 

Agencies also want to see more effective targeting (35%) but are also 
hungry for more audience data (35%) and data to drive direct response 
(31%). 

How Unruly can help

Unruly offers managed service and programmatic CTV campaigns. We 
help you reach and engage specific audience segments via our DMP 
and DSP, including Unruly Custom Audiences. Our end-to-end 
technology enables CTV buyers to layer on first-party data and our all-
screens offering facilitates cross channel measurement and attribution. 
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Key Findings
2021 and beyond - education

“We need to educate the industry better – there is a huge 
knowledge gap” 
- Comms Supervisor, media agency

Around half of brands (45%) and agencies (50%) say that having a clearer 
understanding of how CTV fits into a campaign and more 
information about measurement and attribution would be beneficial. 

Brands are much more likely to want training on the benefits of CTV (48%) 
and audience specific insights (48%) compared to agencies (23% 
and 31% respectively). 

Both brands and agencies are also interested in having more case 
studies (45% and 42% respectively and sector-specific insights
(both 38%). 

How Unruly can help

Our self-service platform –CTRL– delivers deep insights CTV content 
providers’ and digital publishers’ audience behaviour. Within CTRL 
publishers can easily set up and activate programmatic deals, including 
private marketplace (PMP) programmatic direct, preferred, and open 
auction. In turn, these insights, flexibility and ease of activation benefit 
advertisers by providing access to optimal inventory and pricing based on 
individual campaign goals. 
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Summary

There is no 
single driver of 
the growth of 
CTV advertising. 
Media agencies 
and brands are 
attracted by 
flexibility, 
efficiency, 
advanced 
targeting 
capabilities and 
strong ROI. 

1 2

All media 
agencies and 
77% of brands 
say they will 
invest more in 
CTV in the 
next 12 
months. 

3

Agencies and 
brands want to 
see more 
behavioural and 
demographic 
data available 
for CTV 
targeting

4 5

Insights and 
education are 
key to driving 
growth in CTV

More than two-
thirds (67%) of 
UK digital 
advertising 
professionals 
say that CTV is 
more effective 
compared to 
linear TV 
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Reach engaged audiences everywhere

Unruly – your all screen destination

At Unruly, we believe that the key to success is taking an all-screens holistic approach and using the power and precision 

of digital advertising to deliver tangible outcomes across both brand building and direct response goals. 

We offer an end-to-end platform that enables advertisers to discover the optimal media-mix and targeting strategies for 

all channels. 

ALL SCREENS
UNIQUE DATA &
TECHNOLOGY GLOBAL PREMIUM MEDIA

Scale
we reach XX% of the US 

population on desktop, tablet, 
mobile, and connected TV (CTV)

Targeting 
Unruly Custom Audiences 

pinpoint your most receptive 
audiences on a screen-by-

screen basis

Creative production and 
optimisation with Tr.ly

Unruly SSP
Direct one-to-one publisher relationships

UnrulyX Shield 
brand safety built for video and CTV

+3,000 direct premium publisher
partnerships

Exclusive News Corp inventory

LG CTV inventory



How UnrulyX delivers for CTV advertisers

Unruly enables advertisers to exceed performance and brand awareness 
goals in CTV, video and display campaigns by engaging global audiences 
in premium, brand safe environments.

Unruly’s pioneering technology, unique audience insights, and engaging 
creative solutions enable brands and agencies to maximize the 
performance of their CTV, video and display advertising globally. We 
understand the unique emotional, behavioral, and cultural drivers of 
your campaign’s success.

Capture audiences’ attention by telling engaging, relevant stories across 
all screens. Combined with Unruly EQ’s content testing, our in-house 
creative studio - Tr.ly - delivers beautiful video creative aligned to media 
goals, audiences, screens and placement types.

Ease of 
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across all CTV 
devices and 
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Direct supply 
partnerships 
drive efficiencies 

for buyers

Reach campaign 
goal efficiently with 

data curated 
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CTV Fraud 
filtering through 
DoubleVerify

Exclusive and 
non-commoditized 
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*Flexible
activations through 

private 
marketplaces



Unruly CTV delivers throughout the marketing funnel



As we head into 2021 with 62% of UK digital 
advertising professionals reporting that CTV is a 
more effective channel than linear TV and 72% 
saying CTV is a key part of their video strategy 
there is no doubt that we will continue to see 
innovation in this space. With a return to normal 
following the COVID-19 pandemic on the horizon 
our research highlights the true flexibility of CTV 
and its ability to deliver across a multitude of 
goals throughout the purchase funnel. 

Throughout 2021 there are a number of key 
events, such as the Olympic and Paralympic 
games and the football European Championships 
that were postponed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, along with annual recurring key 
marketing dates such as Hallowe’en. It is 
important for media agencies and brands to plan 
their CTV strategy ahead of time to secure key 
placements and ensure that CTV is being put to 
use across the whole marketing funnel.   

To find out more about how Unruly can help you
reach your most engaged audiences, at scale,
across all screens, please visit unruly.co or
contact us at hi@unrulygroup.com



ABOUT UNRULY

Unruly is one of the largest independent supply 
side ad platforms in the world. Publishers use 
Unruly’s global relationships with premium demand 
partners, reader-friendly ad formats, self-serve 
tools and dedicated support team to maximize 
their revenue across a range of different screens, 
including CTV, mobile and desktop.

A pioneer in bringing emotional intelligence to the 
digital advertising, Unruly’s innovative tech, unique 
audience insights and creative solutions also 
enable brands and agencies to seamlessly engage 
global consumers in premium, brand-safe 
environments.

Part of the Tremor International group (AIM: 
TRMR), Unruly is on a mission to transform digital 
advertising for the better. Our brand and agency-
led council, the U7, meet regularly to shape the 
future of digital marketing and we are a founding 
member of the WFA’s Global Alliance for 
Responsible Media.

Don’t just reach people, move people.


